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ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis investigates the financial revenue dynamics within the New Jersey casino 

market across online and in-person gambling formats. Revenue data is sourced from the DGE 

revealing notable indicators and trends within the industry as it relates to the various forms of 

gambling that are being monitored. This paper examines the introduction of online gambling and 

the influence on the competitive landscape of casinos and the revenue generation potential and 

whether there is a cannibalization effect of existing in-person revenues. Additionally, this study 

explores gameplay by format type while evaluating the potential impacts of seasonality and 

external market forces upon the industry. The analysis contained in this paper studies the future 

implications of the growth rate of online gambling inevitably surpassing in-person and the 

potential tax impact on how it will affect the New Jersey economy. Finally, some viewpoints and 

future outlook for the New Jersey gambling industry are provided including insight from current 

industry executives. 
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Chapter 1  
 

INTRODUCTION 

Gambling has emerged over the past few decades as a premier entertainment attraction. 

The industry draws from a large diverse population base of players attracted by the allure of large 

potential winnings. The thrill of seeking a major payout consumes typical players despite the 

economic reality that the casino odds are stacked against them. Obviously, the operating cost of 

casinos are very high, and they cannot manage to give money away freely. Players chase the high 

return regardless of the high-risk of loss and the likelihood that one will walk away with empty 

pockets. In modern society, the globalization of the Internet has prompted and encouraged the 

gambling industry to expand from the streets of gambling towns like Atlantic City, NJ to reach a 

broader worldwide cyber-audience. In the past, patrons would stroll down the Atlantic City 

Boardwalk in search of entertainment, attractions, and gambling opportunities. Today, players can 

participate in gambling by simply installing an app on their smart phone or tablet without even 

needing to go to a physical casino location. Technological advancements have made it extremely 

easy to participate in gambling from virtually any location with Internet access. 

Early History of Atlantic City Gambling 

Stretching back to the early 1870s, Atlantic City bore witness to an illegal liquor and 

gambling scene that eventually gave way to a state-sanctioned casino industry that would define 

the city. In the early days, Atlantic City had a fairly formal atmosphere where visitors would dress 

in their finest clothing while they visited the various establishments. Around this time, the era of 
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Prohibition marked the nationwide ban on alcohol. Local authorities in Atlantic City never 

enforced these policies and crime bosses ruling the area promoted the consumption of booze and 

betting in local speakeasys. A handful of crime bosses ruled over the tourist-based economy of the 

beachside boardwalk community. During this time, state lotteries became popular as a way to fund 

war efforts and other government programs. However, in 1844, a referendum was passed 

outlawing the lottery and all other forms of gambling were outlawed shortly after. Consequently, 

a surplus of slot machines were left in Atlantic City despite being illegalized. Enoch Johnson rose 

to power taking over leadership of the Atlantic City Republican Executive committee. The crime 

boss profited heavily from kickbacks he took on the sale of illegal liquor, prostitution rings, and 

gambling within the city. Consequently, in 1941 he was convicted and sentenced to jail, 

dismantling his reign, and leaving New Jersey with a questionable future.  

At the end of the Second World War, Atlantic City began to lose its allure as a popular 

tourist destination. As a result, the local economy suffered and experienced an increase in poverty 

and crime. Subsequently in the 1960s, many local hotels were shut down or demolished. Years 

later in the 70s, Atlantic City suddenly saw itself on the verge of a comeback with the referendum 

to create a New Jersey lottery and develop a plan to legalize gambling (Derbyshire). The initial 

referendum to legalize gambling in the borders of Atlantic City in 1974 was initially put forward 

to the voters in New Jersey and it failed with more than 60% voting against the proposition. The 

referendum to legalize gambling in Atlantic City was met by opposition due to concerns about 

increased crime, corruption, and exploitation. The local Atlantic City community was not deterred 

by this initial failure to successfully pass the bill. They continued to fight and push for the 

legalization of gambling, arguing that it would bring additional revenues, jobs, and tourism to the 

city. Finally, after spending millions on the campaign, it was added to the ballot in November of 
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1976 and passed by a slim margin of 1.5 million votes to 1.14 million (Derbyshire). Immediately 

upon the passing of legislation, Atlantic City experienced a large boom in the 1980s for casino 

construction on the boardwalk. During the period of 1978 to 1985, Atlantic City casino gambling 

grew at an average growth rate of 55.07% (Atlantic City Gaming Revenue). 

Modern Day Casino Industry 

In these years, a wave of casinos began to surface all over the Atlantic City Boardwalk 

including renowned establishments such as Resorts, Caesars, Bally’s, Harrah’s, Golden Nugget, 

and Tropicana. While a few of these businesses have undergone minor alterations in their names, 

they continue to operate and draw in customers willing to spend millions of dollars annually. These 

properties have remained a fixture in Atlantic City gambling industry despite incurring increased 

competition from some newer properties. As new neighboring properties continue to emerge, their 

market share continually erodes as competitors lure away their former customers. After an initial 

flourish, a number of casinos such as the Trump Plaza, Trump Taj Mahal, Sands, and Revel were 

forced to declare bankruptcy and shutter their doors due to their poor financial sustainability. These 

companies incurred substantial debts and could no longer afford to cover the ongoing high 

operating and overhead expenses essential for the casino’s maintenance and functionality. In recent 

years, Trump Taj Mahal has been reborn as the extremely successful Hard Rock Atlantic City 

Hotel and Casino while the Revel property transformed in a similarly successful Ocean Casino 

and Resort. Unfortunately, the Trump Plaza and Sands Casino were imploded many years ago and 

the property has yet to be further developed (History of Casino Gambling…). Therefore, Atlantic 

City has a unique combination of legacy casino facilities located alongside newly developed 
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properties and abandoned dormant locations. This is not much different than what is seen in Las 

Vegas, on the other side of the country. Similarly, Las Vegas has a combination of legacy 

properties as well as new resorts that in many cases have replaced older casinos. For example, 

Vegas properties such as the Sands, Dunes, Stardust, and Aladdin have been replaced with more 

contemporary offerings such as the Venetian Resort, Bellagio, Resorts World, and Planet 

Hollywood (Las Vegas Hotel Demolitions). 

While some of the legacy properties still exist in Atlantic City, they are no longer a 

dominant force and drive the highest gross revenues. The newer and more modern properties 

including Hard Rock, Ocean, and Borgata have managed to consume the top three spots in gross 

revenues. According to the DGE Monthly Gross Revenue Report for December 2023, Borgata 

achieved a year-to-year gross revenue of nearly $730 million. Hard Rock earned around $510 

million while Ocean earned approximately $415 million. While traditional properties have still 

generated a substantial profit, their earnings significantly trail those of recently opened casinos. In 

comparison, Harrah’s earned $255 million, Tropicana $240 million, Caesars $230 million, Resorts 

$160 million, Bally’s $155 million, and Golden Nugget $145 million. Exact year-to-date gross 

revenue figures can be found in Figure 1 for New Jersey casinos (Financial and Statistical 

Information). 
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Figure 1. Casino Opening and Year-to-Year Revenue 

Casino Date Opened 
Year-To-Year Gross 

Revenue 

Bally’s Atlantic City December 29, 1979 $155,177,784  

Borgata Hotel Casino & Spa July 2, 2003 $729,668,330  

Caesars at Atlantic City June 26, 1979 $231,345,344  

Golden Nugget Atlantic City June 19, 1985 $146,108,980  

Harrah’s Resort Atlantic City November 23, 1980 $254,086,888  

Resorts Casino Hotel May 26, 1978 $163,544,224  

Tropicana Casino Resort November 28, 1981 $240,548,435  

Hard Rock Atlantic City  June 27, 2018 $512,443,908  

Ocean Casino Resort  June 27, 2018 $414,992,536  

 

 Aside from revenue, modern casinos have been able to capitalize off of implementing new 

business ventures that will connect with a younger demographic. Casinos are able to diversify and 

expand their revenue streams beyond traditional gambling. These casinos wish to be perceived as 

an entertainment destination offering a venue for live entertainment, a plethora of dining options, 

and nightlife. Additionally, as patrons explore these additional amenities, the allure of gambling 

will contribute further to their profitability. 

The previous uncertainty and issues surrounding gambling prompted the establishment of 

new laws and regulations in order to address and mitigate these concerns. The Casino Control Act 

of 1977 established a regulatory framework for the emerging casino industry which introduced the 

Casino Control Commission (CCC) and the Division of Gaming Enforcement (DGE). As Govern 

Brendan Bryne signed the bill, he verbally warned organized crime to stay away from Atlantic 

City. The Casino Control Commission serves as an independent licensing authority for New 

Jersey’s casinos and employees. Additionally, the agency conducts hearings on contested licensing 

matters and any infractions of regulation law. Meanwhile, the DGE operates as a law enforcement 
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agency or investigative arm. They are responsible for not only supervising all involved parties, but 

enforcing the rules set forth by the Casino Control Act (Casino Gambling in New Jersey). 

Evolution to Cyber-gaming 

Unfortunately, the 2008 financial crisis disrupted Atlantic City’s gambling sector once 

more. Among the 12 casinos established, 5 casinos ceased operations and closed their doors. 

Additionally, a portion of the customer base shifted to newly expanding markets in Pennsylvania 

and New York. In an attempt to revive the industry, in 2010, lawmakers passed a bill amending 

the Casino Control Act. This amendment significantly deregulated the industry allowing casinos 

to compete with over states more freely. This legislation also reduced the authority of the Casino 

Control Commission by decreasing the number of required supervisors and inspectors on site and 

shifting some of their responsibilities to the DGE (Fox). In order to continue driving industry 

growth, in February of 2013, the New Jersey governor signed Assembly Bill 2578, which legalized 

online gambling within the state. The bill legalizes online providers to offer any games that meet 

the current standards for casino games for the next ten years. These games include blackjack, 

roulette, baccarat, craps, mini baccarat, three-card poker, red dog, pai gow poker, slot machines, 

video poker, and other forms of poker. Authorized platforms went live a few months later on 

November 26, 2013. This provided the DGE and CCC with the opportunity to effectively establish 

a new set of industry regulations for online gambling and enable them to issue and approve Internet 

gaming permits for casinos opting to provide games online.  

The popularity of the Internet began a shift in consumer playing habits as many found it 

convenient to play online versus traveling to traditional casino operations. Therefore, the 
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legalization of online gambling marked a pivotal moment in the gaming industry, giving rise to a 

new and dynamic business model. Casinos simultaneously began applying for online licenses as 

well as commencing the construction of websites to facilitate their online operations. Casinos 

began to buy online domains to establish a presence on the Internet as this new market channel 

started to flourish. Dedicated software teams are hired for website design, the construction of user 

interfaces, and securing online transactions and encryption of private customer information. 

During this initial startup timeframe, casinos could conduct trial runs of their newly built online 

gaming platforms while also providing the regulators an opportunity to figure out how to manage 

and approve online casino operations, As could be expected with any new business model, the 

startup was not without issues. Online casino and gambling operators experienced various 

technical issues including connection problems and challenges verifying physical gaming 

locations. During the startup and soft-launch periods between February 26 and November 26 of 

2013, the gambling operators and the regulatory community figured out the initial problems 

experienced during the launch and began to smoothly conduct online business operations (Ocello). 

Current Regulatory Oversight and Licensing 

Any companies that satisfy the suitability criteria established by the DGE are eligible to 

pursue an online license. Currently, there are three types of iGaming licenses available in New 

Jersey. The first is the Casino Service Industry Enterprise License which pertains to software or 

system partners of Internet gaming providers. This list includes any vendors that manage, control, 

or administer games and are associated with customers wagering on select platforms. Casinos are 

required to receive this type of permit before launching their games online to the public. The 
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Ancillary Casino Service Industry Enterprise License applies to marketing affiliates and other 

vendors or provide payment processing and customer verification services. Finally, the Vendor 

Registrants license classification covers enterprises who provide services not specifically 

designed for Internet gambling such as telecommunications (Grinstead). 

Companies that are interested in owning or operating a traditional brick-and-mortar 

casino in New Jersey are required to file a Business Entity Disclosure Form through the DGE 

to apply for a license. Through this application filing, the DGE gathers information about the 

potential company applying for ownership and their associated financial background. Further, 

any employee involved in supervisory roles or with decision-making authority within a casino 

operation are obligated to acquire a Casino Key Employee License. Applicants are required to 

pay a $750 fee that accompanies the application form. Often, this fee is covered by the 

employer. The license pertains to employees such as pit bosses, shift bosses, credit executives, 

cashier supervisors, facility managers, supervisors of information technology, junket 

supervisors, marketing directors, managers of casino security, etc. This license also applies to 

employees who possess authorization in the management of a connected approved hotel. Lower-

level employees of the casino operation are required to apply for a Casino Employee 

Registration. Casinos are required to submit a quarterly report, The Key Employee Public 

Information List, which identifies all individuals with a status of applicant, licensed, inactive, 

and temporary (Licensing Information and Reports). 

Applicants interested in obtaining an iGaming license must complete an application as well 

as submit a $100,000 filing fee. In the event that the application meets all necessary requirements 

and is accepted, the $100,000 fee can be credited towards the total licensing fee of $400,000. Prior 

to this process, the DGE allows for a casino to obtain a transactional waiver. The waiver allows 
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the casino to conduct a practice or “soft launch” during which a limited amount of player can play 

for a limited number of hours. The soft launch allows the regulators more time to scrutinize and 

evaluate the site to ensure that it meets defined standards. Upon launch of Internet gambling, 

permit holders were only allowed to be associated with one online platform. Since then, after initial 

operations have run smoothly, the division decided to permit providers with five brands or “skins” 

for each platform holder. For example, Caesars Interactive Entertainment owns 

CaesarsCasino.com as well as other website domains such as HarrahsCasino.com, WSOP.com, 

888.com and WynnSports.com. 

In addition to the taxation on Internet gaming revenue, authorized casinos are obligated to 

pay a $250,000 renewal fee along with an additional payment of $250,000 which is allocated to 

support the state’s compulsive gambling treatment programs. As part of efforts to address 

compulsive gambling, it is mandatory for all licensees to prominently display the contact 

information of an organization where players can turn to find help (Grinstead) for any potential 

gambling addictions. Furthermore, as a supplementary approach to address gambling-related 

concerns, individuals have the ability to voluntarily enroll themselves in a self-exclusive list, which 

restricts their access to New Jersey gambling websites (Ruddock). These measures signify the 

importance of responsible gaming within the DGE who is tasked with submitting a report to the 

state governor underlying the impact of the iGaming industry on the gaming sector. 

Casinos have utilized numerous security protocols to enforce legislation surrounding 

consumer responsible gambling. Casinos have implemented Know Your Consumer (KYC) check 

technologies to validate the user and confirm they are who they claim to be and matches their 

supplied identification credentials. The Know Your Consumer process utilizes public databases, 

credit reporting agencies, and other sources to verify a customer’s identity and age. Additionally, 
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this process guarantees that the user meets the legal age requirement of 21, which is mandatory for 

gambling in New Jersey. Secondly, casinos use geolocation through a combination of IP 

verification and geo-location tracking to ensure customers are within the State of New Jersey while 

engaging in Internet gambling-based activities. While consumers do not have to be a resident of 

New Jersey in order to gamble, they must be physically located within New Jersey state boundaries 

to play games online. This requirement maintains compliance with the licensing that they are 

provided after the application is completed. 

Chapter 2  
 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Regulation and Safety 

The addictiveness of gambling has caused some to question whether the federal 

government should enforce stricter regulations on the gambling industry. Traditional gambling 

operations have been regulated by the individual states where the casinos operate within their 

borders. There is a subset of these people that wish to only prohibit Internet gambling which would 

prevent minors from gambling online and negate potential fraud. Internet gambling poses a unique 

challenge in that many operations are located outside state borders and some overseas. The 

explosion of internet gambling has led to the introduction of legislation such as the Internet 

Gambling Protection Act (IGPA) of 1999. The bill is designed to regulate and impose penalties on 

those conducting illegal gambling business online. Legislators sought to 1) protect minors from 

the dangers of gambling; 2) limit the potential for fraud; and 3) limit gambling addiction. 

(Loscalzo, 2000). 
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A study conducted in Norway explored two different regulatory impacts on the gambling 

market: the ban of slot machines in 2007 and the introduction of regulated online interactive games 

in 2014. This study collected gambling activity data through semi-annual surveys of Norway’s 

general population. Every year from 2005 to 2018, 2,000 participants were asked to respond about 

their gambling behaviors. The authors tracked five unique dependent variables: if they gambled or 

not on (1) one or more available games, (2) land-based slot machines, (3) games in land-based 

bingo premises, (4) games offered on foreign websites, and (5) online interactive games other than 

poker. Next, they then divided this data into time-variables or epochs where epoch 1 covered 2005 

to 2007, epoch 2 covered 2008 to 2013, and epoch 3 ran from 2014 through 2018. Lastly, the 

authors also noted the respondents age and gender for further classification and examination. 

Throughout the study, total participation in gambling was found to decrease over the years 

surveyed. The onset of new online gaming options did not lead to an increase in the level of overall 

gambling because most of the gamblers studied already participated in other forms of gaming. 

Across all five categories, gambling levels declined from the start of the first epoch to the second 

and third epoch except for increases in foreign web site participation. Overall, there was a small 

increase in foreign website gambling from an initial 3.6% to a high of 5.6% over the three epochs. 

However, this slight increase did not significantly impact the overall trend in decreased gambling 

(Engebø, 2021). 

Eli Lehrer, a senior executive at the Competitive Enterprise Institute, argues that the federal 

government should refrain from intervening in the gambling industry, and instead, allow market 

forces and individual choice to regulate the industry. In this study, he mentions there are four 

possible options to regulate and mitigate damages caused from online gambling. These include 

prohibition (completely outlawing gambling), the status quo (enforce passed legislature), political 
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regulation (a government agency regulations gambling), and market discipline. His opinion is that 

market discipline is the only practical choice to regulate the industry. This involves repealing the 

Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act, Professional Amateur Sports Protection Act, and 

Wire Act which he notes were poorly conceived and essentially unenforceable. Instead, market 

forces, voluntary agreements, private corporations, and some state agencies (such as the DGE) 

would assist in regulating the gambling industry. He believes that it would be in the best interest 

of the gambling enterprises to self-regulate versus introducing government oversight. The 

government would stay out of most affairs aside from enforcing anti-fraud laws and general 

business regulation practices. In addition, the gambling companies would still have to adhere to 

tax code and workplace regulations as any other U.S. based company. He supports his claim stating 

that there is no practical reason why laws have limited people from being allowed to bet on sporting 

events. Consumers have the ability to place a bet on the turn of a card, but not the outcome of a 

football game. Further, he contends that the professional leagues who advise against gambling can 

severely punish players and coaches who engage in the activity on their own. For example, the 

Major League Baseball (MLB) banned hit leader Pete Rose from the Hall of Fame due to gambling 

infractions. This strategy cultivates trust in the legitimacy of casino offerings encouraging 

continued engagement, while protecting American freedoms (Lehrer, 2008). 

COVID-19 severely impacted the landscape of traditional gambling. Many researchers 

hoped to analyze the extent to which gambling activity increased or decreased during this period. 

A recent study by Auer analyzed behavioral tracking data from 133,286 online casino gamblers 

by large European operators. This analysis examines the mean amount of money wagered each 

day for a range of time before and after COVID-19 was declared a pandemic on March 11, 2022. 

The 5-month sample period begins on January 1st and ends on May 31, 2022. The examination 
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concluded that the number of active online casino gamblers significantly increased during the 

duration of the study. However, the mean average amount of money bet by gamblers daily in the 

90th and 99th percentiles significantly decreased over the duration of the study. Only average daily 

bets within the 10th and 25th percentiles increased over time. Overall, results concluded that during 

the pandemic in Sweden, while there may have been an increase in gambling with people spending 

more time at home, the intensity of their gambling decreased. The question of more leisure time 

versus less income certainty and the effect on gambling behavior remains uncertain. 

Similarly, results from a six-week survey consisting of Canadian gamblers revealed that 

high-risk gamblers have an increased likelihood of gambling during the Canadian lockdown. A 

smaller study among Swedish participants indicated a minor increase in gambling in response to 

the pandemic; however, this group also showed a predilection for having substantially larger 

gambling and vulnerability problems (Auer and Griffiths, 2022). 

Another study by Auer extended the analysis to focus on a sample of online sports bettors 

before and after COVID-19 measures by European governments. This dataset was compiled 

between gamblers from numerous European countries: Sweden, Germany, Finland, and Norway. 

This research examines players who have placed at least one wager in at least five weeks during a 

ten-week interval surrounding the announcement of the pandemic. Results indicate that there are 

significant reductions among sports bettors and the amount of money wagered in online casinos. 

Additionally, these gamblers did not substitute their sports betting spending to other online games. 

A possible explanation listed was that players obtained less earnings during COVID-19 as well as 

the postponement of some major sports during the studied period (Auer, 2023). 
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Marketing and Demographics 

Historically, casinos have leveraged marketing campaigns to entice customers to visit their 

properties and encourage spending once they are on the premises. For example, casinos draw 

customers to their properties using targeted promotions based on a customer's preferred player’s 

card status. The preferred customers are offered promotions including vouchers for free dining 

experiences, store discounts, promotional fee seasonal items, free show tickets, free night stays at 

the property. Online gambling has witnessed a surge in popularity thanks to the widespread 

adoption of new technologies and methods to interact with people. The digital landscape has 

provided casinos with a new platform channel to reach out and connect with users through their 

mobile devices. Today, over half of the world is connected to the Internet. Specifically, Guillou-

Landreat contends that young people are drawn to the Internet with more than 90% of 12- to 24-

year-olds on connected devices every day. Targeted online ads allow casinos to focus their 

messaging to reach their desired demographic audience. For example, he also found that online 

poker gamblers are two to three more times likely to increase their gambling as a result of 

interreacting with online promotions versus non-online gamblers. Additionally, gambling 

marketing tends to be gendered and focuses on young men for betting and poker games while 

women appear to be targeted more frequently for bingo. The targeted online ads are an effective 

mechanism to influence and drive behaviors of online gamblers. Numerous studies have shown 

that the impact of these focused advertisements can further contribute to an increase in problem 

gamblers. To date, even though it has been found that online marketing can influence gambler’s 

behavior, the government has been mostly unwilling to step in and enact a comprehensive public 

health approach to the gambling dilemma (Gillou-Landreat). 
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A study involving interviews of 50 Internet gamblers sought to examine the impact of 

advertising on both the general population and treatment-seeking gamblers. Main findings 

revealed that while advertising and promotions have limited success in enticing non-gamblers to 

engage in online gambling, they did influence existing gamblers to transition to online platforms. 

Nevertheless, the shift in platforms did not affect overall consumption as players are just switching 

from one platform to another. This shift resulted in prolonged gambling sessions, where despite 

players not escalating their spending, could still elevate the risk of developing a gambling 

addiction. But in some cases, occasional gamblers reported instances of spending more than 

intended in response to online free bet or deposit offers. Similarly, treatment-seeking gamblers 

noted a considerable increase in gambling in response to bonus offers that matched deposits. Both 

parties have occurrences of increased spending as individuals are lured into one activity, but 

ultimately spent more money on other activity within the website (Nerilee Hing, 2014). 

Online vs Brick and Mortar Issues 

 In addition to examining the number of players and their corresponding amounts 

wagered, there has been a considerable interest in research surrounding the effects of new casino 

offering and promotions and the potential to cannibalize existing operations. Cannibalization in 

this context typically refers to the introduction of a new offering taking revenue away from an 

existing offering. One driving factor which could lead to cannibalization is the various types of 

betting offered to consumers. One analysis looked to estimate the relationship of casinos, lotteries, 

horse racing, and dog racing within the gambling industry in the United States from 1985-2000. 

The regression revealed the following pairs of gambling types were indeed cannibalizing one 
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another: casinos and lotteries, and horse racing and dog racing. However, the results also 

discovered a complementary relationship between casinos and horse racing, dog racing and 

lotteries, and horse racing and lotteries. In these instances, a complementary relationship refers to 

a positive correlation between the two activities whereby an increase in one is closely linked to the 

increase in another (Walker and Jackson, 2008). 

A recent bill from Indiana State’s House of Representatives expands upon the impact of 

cannibalization from online gaming platforms taking away revenue from the brick-and-mortar 

casino business. The report mentions that 30% of the in-person casino business will vanish due to 

the implementation of iGaming (Garza, 2023). 

However, Spectrum Gaming Group has a differing opinion on the potential cannibalizing 

relationship. They conducted a Market and Policy Analysis for Internet gaming in Indiana. There 

results directly contradicted the report from the state of Indiana. This report identified that iGaming 

players are distinctly different than traditional casino players. From a sample of 100,000 online 

players, the youngest age group of players account for nearly one half of the total amount of 

players. Additionally, half of online gamblers are women. However. Neither demographic group 

contribute significantly to the highest revenue. Instead, a smaller subset of players, avid gamblers 

who engage in gambling at least 31 days in a year, dominate the revenue stream for online 

platforms. Another iGaming operator supported the conclusion that online gamblers are younger 

than the traditional casino player (Market and Policy, 2022). 

In an interview, Senior Vice President of Spectrum Gaming Group, Matt Robb voiced, “I 

believe from the evidence we have looking at New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Connecticut, 

and West Virigina, it doesn’t appear there is any cannibalization of physical casinos by iGaming” 

(Rotstein, Web Page, 2023). While casino operations may have changed, casinos who have 
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decided to remove some slot machines from their floor, attributed the removal to reasons other 

than online competition. Furthermore, Robb highlights that in states with legalized online 

gambling, their physical casino revenue was largely unaffected after the implementation of 

iGaming (Rotstein, 2023). A prime illustration of this scenario can be seen in Michigan. Prior to 

the legalization of online gambling in 2020, Michigan land-based casinos generated $1.29 billion 

in revenue. After legalization a year later, brick-and-mortar casinos generated $1.28 billion. This 

represents a marginal revenue difference of slightly over 1%, which appears to indicate a normal 

fluctuation of revenue that was not materially impacted by online gambling legalization (Garza, 

2023). 

The Dawn of Sports Betting 

Sports betting was introduced into the mix when the Supreme Court overturned the 

Professional and Amateur Sports Protection Act enabling state governments to pass regulations 

and legalize sports gambling within their borders. A study wanted to examine the effects of 

cannibalization related to the introduction of sports betting on other forms of casino gambling. As 

Iowa became the first Upper Midwest state to legalize sports betting, this study was interested in 

exploring the potential impact on revenues as consumers shift to sports betting from in-person 

gambling. In Iowa, sports betting revenues are taxed only at 6.75%, compared to a much higher 

average rate of 22% on non-sports betting gambling revenues. The author’s initial theory based 

upon initial literature was there would be cannibalization upon the introduction of sports betting 

in the Iowa market. Further, the author also believed that adjusted gross revenues (AGR) would 

be negatively impacted by sports betting. Interestingly, it was concluded that the onset of sports 
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betting in Iowa did not result in the cannibalization of other forms of gambling within the state. 

As the conclusion was a surprise from the initial theory, the author caveated the results due to the 

potential influence of COVID-19 and associated closings of casinos during the time of the study. 

It was believed that a further study might be beneficial to better clarify the witnessed results (Goss 

and Miller, 2021).  

 Benjie Levy, President and Chief Operating Officer of the Score Bet Sportsbook, 

voiced his opinion that online gambling has been complementary to online casinos and improves 

revenue and market growth. Statistics have shown that internet poker increased the number of 

entrants to the in-person World Series of Poker Main Event by more than 8,000 people after its 

popularity increased (Boecker, 2022).  

Technological Enhancement 

 The evolution of technology will continue to drive the gambling industry. In 2011, 

online betting held a 7% market share. This has skyrocketed to 20% in 2020. One report cites the 

utilization and adoption of consumer technology to continue having drastic impacts on both casino 

operators and their customers for the foreseeable future. In the realm of Data Science, the 

combination of statistics, mathematics, and probability run the entire gambling industry from 

setting the odds in slot machines to tracking the value of customers. Bookmakers continually 

collect data on various factors that can impact player’s performances or the game to adjust bet 

spreads, money lines, and totals. Players using programs like Sharkscope receive live data from 

poker games to learn more about their opponents and tournament statistics. Collecting a large set 

of data enables casinos to analyze player behaviors, preferences, spending patterns, etc. and allow 
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them to tailor their marketing strategies and rewards for maximum effectiveness. A survey by 

Talend found that 67% of UK gamblers would be loyal to a bookmaker that offered a high level 

of personalized service. However, 72% of voters stated they feel like the experience was not 

customized enough. 

 The worldwide acceptance of AI (Artificial Intelligence) in the workplace 

revolutionizes the traditional process in a brick-and-mortar casino. Automated chatbots are able to 

operate at a much higher-level simulating human behavior. Additionally, AI is able to analyze all 

of the collected data for better overall decision making. In January 2017, Pittsburgh’s River Casino 

hosts a Texas Hold’em tournament called Brains vs AI: Upping the Ante. Famous poker players 

traveled across the world to compete against AI. Throughout the course of the tournament, the AI 

nicknamed Libratus destroyed the competition raking in $1.7 million. While poker has largely 

relied on human decisions as well as probability, bots could be programmed to anticipate human 

interactions and outsmart the players by utilizing the blossoming artificial intelligence based 

technological innovations. 

The Internet of Things (IoT) connects everyone to everyone all the time. Traditionally, the 

chief strategy for getting guests to return to casinos would be through rewards programs. Now, 

through online operations, operators can message consumers asking for direct feedback to improve 

their satisfaction. This provides more data to feed into the development of AI. Another new 

technology called blockchain is beginning to be explored in relationships to its function in the 

gambling industry. In general, blockchain is a mechanism for capturing information in a way that 

makes it extremely difficult or impossible to change, alter, or hack. Since online gambling is not 

in person, it is critical to maintain credibility of every game in order for players to feel secure and 

comfortable participating in online gameplay. Blockchain provides better security of customer’s 
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identity, personal information, and payment protection to ensure increased transparency, security 

and validation of player’s credentials. Finally, another emerging technology called Virtual Reality 

(VR) has many people excited about its applicability to the online gambling landscape. Currently, 

online casino operators are trying to figure out how to best leverage this new technology, in the 

forms of live slots and dealers, to enhance the online experience. As millennials make up 50% of 

the workplace today, the casinos operators believe they have an audience that would be very 

receptive to VR applications in gambling (Martin). 

Chapter 3  
 

METHODOLOGY 

 This study gathers publicly available data from online published DGE reports over the past 

several years that have been compiled from regulatory filings by the casinos. Casinos are required  

to submit various types of information to the DGE to ensure regulatory compliance with New 

Jersey law and provide transparency to stakeholders within the casino gaming industry in New 

Jersey. Examples of information available include financial reports, quarterly statements, 

compliance documentation, tax policy, statistics, revenue schedules and analysis. All of the 

statistical data, figures and reports were downloaded and examined. The DGE hosts much of the 

content under the Financial and Statistical Information tab on the main organization website. 

 The statistical analysis of data in this study is based upon information retrieved from DGE 

reports. The study gathers additional input from two respected employees in the New Jersey 

gambling industry. The first resource is Dave Forbes, an employee at the DGE in New Jersey. 

Dave began his career working in the information technology sector before pivoting to a career in 
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the gambling industry. He worked at the Resorts Casino before switching career paths to cyber 

security in the DGE. Secondly, an employee who asked to remain anonymous for confidentiality 

purposes, provided input of his/her experiences being involved as a senior executive with a career 

history of managing multiple casino enterprises. This individual has deep experience in the online 

gambling space working with high-end designated VIP clients. 

Understanding the DGE Database 

 The reports provide a comparison of each casino in New Jersey using various revenue 

schedules to detail the revenue generated by the casino operations in each of the market segments. 

There are three primary reports to be included in this analysis: Monthly Gross Revenue Reports, 

Monthly Internet Gross Revenue Reports, and Monthly Sports Wagering Revenue Reports. The 

revenue reports are organized and released monthly, with each casino allocated its own dedicated 

page on the report detailing key figures. As per regulation, each casino operator is required to 

submit this information to the DGE. The data collected from these reports range from the recent 

publication dated December 2023 and traces all the way back to January 2016 when the DGE 

began collecting and posting the information online. Within online gambling, gross gaming 

revenue is divided into two primary categories: Peer-to-Peer Games and Other Authorized Games. 

The online gambling report also details a listing of the various skins that contribute to the gross 

revenue for each casino operation. Conversely, in-person gambling is categorized more 

specifically into three main groups: Poker, Table and Other Games, and Slot Machines. For an 

equal comparison, the values for Table and Other Games are combined with those of Slot 

Machines. This new value matches the breakdown of Other Authorized Games in Internet Gaming. 
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Poker already aligns with Peer-to-Peer games so its figure remains unchanged. Brick-and-mortar 

reports also capture metrics such as the number of authorized units of games in their casino, 

customer’s drop/handle or total wager amount, and their win (or loss) percentage. The total 

monthly gross revenue is calculated by summing all the revenues for both in-person and online 

gambling. Additionally, sports betting revenue is extracted from their Sports Wagering Tax Return 

report dating back to June 2018. Occasionally, a monthly adjustment figure is included in these 

reports to reconcile discrepancies in the balance sheet (Financial and Statistical Information). DGE 

employee, Dave Forbes, mentioned how this value is typically zero or often minimal with a narrow 

margin of a few hundred dollars (Forbes, 2024). For this analysis, the monthly adjustment is 

disregarded due to the low statistical relevance and the inability of being able to credit what type 

of service generated the revenue. 

 In a conversation with Dave Forbes, I sought to clarify that the figures provided in the data 

represented revenue and not profit. Regrettably, despite consulting with a casino executive, I was 

unable to ascertain a definitive breakdown of the expected overhead cost, both fixed and variable, 

associated with both online and in-person gaming as those statistics are not reported to the DGE. 

It is important to keep in mind that revenue data has a limited value as it is different than profit, 

which includes associated expenses and cost of running the business. A future study will benefit 

from focusing on earned profit that will include some of the costs of the operations. Secondly, it’s 

important to note that these revenue figures can still be misleading. This can be attributed to 

casinos often collaborating with third-party game operators and sportsbook odd setters, who 

receive a percentage of the revenue generated by the casinos that would ultimately be deducted 

from the reported revenue figures. Obviously, these negotiations and contracts are confidential and 
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not available in the public domain. Therefore, these revenues can be potentially distorted from the 

actual take in revenue for each casino (Forbes, 2024). 

 These initial data sources: Internet Revenue, In-Person Revenue (Comparison), In-person 

Sportsbook Revenue, and Internet Sportsbook Revenue are highlighted in white color and located 

after the Data Inputs divider tab at the end of the workbook. For purpose of this study, the Trump 

Taj Mahal casino is included in the original dataset pulled from the DGE but will not be used in 

any further analysis as the casino ceased operations within a one-year period. Data from these tabs 

are extracted and compiled into separate sheets within the same workbook for further detailed 

analyses and examination. The arrangement provides a focus on distinct aspects or variables 

observed from the original dataset. The use of multiple tabs streamlines the analytical process, 

enabling a targeted and efficient data interpretation and visualization. 

 Using the issue raised by researchers in this literature review, this study assess New Jersey 

casino performance data to evaluate the state of the casino industry after an incredible decade of 

fluctuation where the industry has witnessed increased variability financial results. The intent is to 

examine the ever-changing environment, while concentrating on potential influential driving 

forces. 

Organizing Performance Data 

 The data analysis started with the collection of revenue information from each individual 

casino in the Monthly Revenue tab. Each column is labeled a specific month of the year, with 

yearly totals calculated at the end of each calendar year. Secondly, each casino is separated and 

listed in the far-left column. In each casino section, revenues of peer-to-peer games, other 
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authorized games, and sportsbook are recorded separately for both online and in-person play. The 

revenues for each type of play are summed up to calculate an aggregate for online and in-person 

play. The calculated aggregate revenue is highlighted in a light gray color in the table. The yearly 

total revenue column is highlighted in a darker gray color. Finally, a casino total revenue row was 

calculated from combining the revenues from online and in-person play. This methodology is 

consistently deployed across all the casino datasets. An excerpt of that analysis sheet is shown 

below for reference. 

Figure 2. Example of Monthly Revenue for Bally's 2016 

 

The remaining worksheets are closely derived and enhanced based upon information from the 

Monthly Revenue tab. For the sheet, Monthly Revenue Breakdown, under each source of revenue, a formula 

was embedded to calculate the percentage of revenue driven by each source. For online, peer-to-peer games, 

other authorized games, and sportsbook revenue values are divided by the total revenue of all online play. 

An identical methodology was deployed to analyze in-person play. Further, the total online and in-person 

revenue amount was divided by the entire overall casino gambling revenue to determine the overall portion 

of online versus in-person revenue for the casino. Finally, the casino total revenue was divided by the 

revenue of the entire industry to illustrate the revenue presence driven by each casino within the industry. 

A subset of this analysis is shown below. 
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Figure 3. Example of Monthly Revenue Breakdown for Bally's 2016 

 

 The Monthly Revenue % Change worksheet focuses on examining the percentage of total revenue 

change month over month. Percent change is calculated for all types of gambling activities, online and in-

person aggregate totals, and the casino total. The yearly total column calculates the percent change from 

the beginning of the year (usually January) to the end of the year (usually December) in order to determine 

and overall change within the year. The table below is a sample representation of this analysis. 

Figure 4. Example of Monthly Revenue % Change for Bally's 2016 

 

 The Monthly Difference in Play tab analyzes the play format by comparing the revenues of online 

and in-person for each type of gambling (peer-to-peer, other authorized, and sportsbook). The in-person 

revenue is subtracted from the online revenue to isolate online revenues. A positive value indicates greater 

online revenue activity than in-person. Meanwhile, a negative value indicates larger revenues for in-person 

compared to online play. The total revenue of each type of gambling is calculated in addition to its 

corresponding percentage of the total revenue. The figure below depicts the organization of the analysis. 
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Figure 5. Example of Monthly Difference in Play for Bally's 2016 

 

 The previously mentioned data table tabs are highlighted in a sky-blue color after the Monthly Data 

Tables divider tab. However, from examining the data in a monthly format, there didn’t seem to be any 

patterns or trends given the small sample set of data provided by the DGE. Any one month didn’t seem to 

be statistically important or provided any consistent data patterns to gather meaningful conclusions. 

Additionally, the onset of COVID-19 and subsequent closures of many casino operations skewed the 

monthly data within the study. By the time casinos were able to rebound achieving post pandemic revenues, 

the amount of relevant monthly figures to compare to one another drastically decreased and reduced the 

ability to conduct an adequate monthly analysis. Therefore, it was determined that summarizing the 

information into quarterly buckets would allow for more efficient examination. This study will largely 

utilize the quarterly worksheets, highlighted in navy blue, in order to determine and identify any trends that 

may exist while being supported by any relevant conclusions taken away from the monthly data sheets. 

 The Annual Revenue with Taxes worksheet extracts yearly casino revenue data and separates 

online and in-person aggregate revenues from the total combined revenue. The yearly online revenue is 

multiplied by a tax rate of 13.5% to determine the applicable tax on online revenue. Similarly, in-person 

revenue is multiplied by a tax rate of 8.5% to determine taxes on the brick-and-mortar operation. Total 

gambling revenue taxes to be paid by the casino are calculated in the last row of the table. The Figure below 

displays an excerpt of the table for reference. 
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Figure 6. Example of Annual Revenues with Taxes for Bally's 

 

 At the bottom of every data sheet, there is an industry table summing the total values of data 

collected from each casino in the grouping to derive an industry total. The aggregated total was created in 

order to get an accurate view of the overall performance of the industry while isolating any potential outliers 

created by a single casino that perform at a higher or lower level than the group. This methodology provides 

the best insight into the operations of the New Jersey gambling industry and the breakouts between in-

person and online gambling (Financial and Statistcal Information). 

Chapter 4  
 

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

 During the process of conducting this study, it became clear that there hasn’t been a significant 

amount of detailed analysis delving into the New Jersey casino gambling operations as it relates to 

comparing online and in-person performance. There does appear to be studies available from third parties 

that charge a significant fee per report for their findings. However, with the exception of these boutique 

firm offerings, there is not a lot of publicly available information outside of what casinos are legally required 

to submit to the DGE. During my study, the casino executive that I interviewed mentioned that the casino 

does gather some information related to this area by surveying their client base. This information is 

proprietary data and held internally within the casino operation. The data and analysis conducted within 

this study is unique in that the financial performance has yet to be analyzed in detail using the lens and 
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methodology put forth in this study. The goal is that this study will form a foundation for further research 

as more information becomes available (Anonymous, 2024). 

Quarterly Revenue Analysis 

 In total, casinos in New Jersey earned a gross revenue of over $28B during the period of study from 

2016-2023. Results from Total Quarterly Revenue (Figure 7), which extracted data from Quarterly Revenue 

Breakdown, indicated that 28.64% of the revenue was generated during Q3 in this time frame. The second 

closest quarter in revenue generation was Q4 that accounted for nearly 25.56% of total revenue. Q2 

followed with 23.29% of the revenue with Q1 accounting for only 22.51%.  

Figure 7. Total Quarterly Revenue 

 

 

 In addition, overall Q3 revenue was composed of 72.81% in-person gambling. Q1 has 70.13% in-

person gambling , followed by Q2 68.92% and 66.99% for Q4. A conclusion is that Q3 has historically 

generated the largest percentage of overall gambling revenue in New Jersey. New Jersey gambling 

operations are centered in Atlantic City which has been a seaside resort community that attracts many 
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visitors during the peak summer season in Q3.The influx of visitors during the summer season is responsible 

for the consistently witnessed increased in-person revenues at that time. Secondly, historically Q4 has one 

of the highest levels of online revenues. This spike in online revenues is believed to be attributable to a 

large portion of players staying home during the colder months when the seaside community is not as 

actively attended. This observed trend could be further studied by researching the potential effectiveness of 

online gambling advertisements in casinos on their patrons and whether it influenced their gambling 

behavior. 

Figure 8. Total Online Quarterly Revenue 
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Figure 9. Total In-Person Quarterly Revenue 

 

Type of Play Analysis 

 Another observation from the analysis conducted of the data involves which types of gambling has 

the most activity and consequently yielded a greater share of the revenue. Examining industry data from 

Quarterly Difference in Play compared forms of gambling (peer-to-peer games, other authorized games, 

sportsbook) to analyze whether consumers preferred online or in-person for each type of game. It was 

discovered that online peer-to-peer games generated approximately $28.315M more than in-person peer-

to-peer games. This figure is slightly skewed due to the large revenues that Resorts and Caesars bring in 

for online poker. Resorts has partnered with PokerStars to allow poker players in New Jersey to compete 

in online tournaments and games. The sponsorship has been responsible for driving a lot of participation in 

the Resorts online platform. Secondly, Caesars partners with World Series of Poker (WSOP) to create an 

increased revenue stream for their online offerings. The WSOP is another highly popular and competitive 

platform for poker tournaments and gameplay. These two platforms combined are responsible for 

$152,356,472 revenue out of an industry total of $218,115,023. Therefore, these two operations account 
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for an overwhelmingly 69.85% of the total market in New Jersey. As it relates to in-person poker play, 

Borgata is the leader generating $128,097,268 revenue out of the total $193,855,819. Conversely, Borgata’s 

online revenue is $50,300,044, which is almost half of their in-person revenues. In general, Borgata is a 

leader in the market with substantial influence in both online and in-person play. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 On the other hand, online other authorized games (slots and table games) significantly trailed in-

person games. In-person slot machines and tables produced nearly $12.475B more revenue than their online 

counterparts. In-person other authorized games generated approximately $19.40B in total revenue 

compared to $6.93B for online revenue. Extended in-person slot machine and table game play is promoted 

by the casinos with the incentives of free drinks being offered to players after sitting and spending a period 

of time at the games. Overall, the majority of the casino’s in-person revenues are greater than online. 
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33%
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Borgata Other Casinos
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Figure 10. Peer-to-Peer Games Revenues 
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 Sportsbook Impact on Revenues 

 The introduction of Sportsbooks in 2018 marked a pivotal movement in the gambling industry, 

leading to a notable surge in revenue. In part, this is due to the first arrival of sports betting on the east coast 

outside of the Las Vegas market. In the period since its legislation, revenues generated from in-person 

betting have amassed a sum of nearly $76M. This figure composes only 5.38% of the New Jersey industry 

sportsbook revenue. In contrast, online betting platforms have proven to be immensely popular and 

lucrative. Online revenues have soared to a total of approximately $1.33B of industry total $1.41B 

sportsbook revenue (94.62%) since becoming legalized. The only exception to this growth pattern is 

Harrah’s and Bally’s in-person revenues have surpassed their online earnings. Harrah’s stands out as the 

casino with the largest percentage of revenue coming from in-person with 70% share. However, Harrah’s 

sportsbook has only been published for the last year and a half and revenues indicate that online will 

inevitably surpass in-person revenues. In addition, Harrah’s has a relatively low market share of 0.34%, 

indicating they may not have the most sustainable or best model when it comes to sportsbooks. Bally’s is 

in a very similar situation as what has been observed from Harrah’s activity. 

 On the other hand, casinos with the largest sportsbook revenues which also happen to have the 

largest online revenues are Resorts, Borgata, Ocean Resort, and Hard Rock. This is not surprising as the 

largest operations in New Jersey have partnered with massive name brand sportsbooks. Resorts partners 

with DraftKings and Borgata is owned by BETMGM. The DraftKings partnership is a driver for the Resorts 

sportsbook leadership generating revenues over $845M. Approximately $838M is accumulated through 

online gambling where DraftKings is popular. Borgata’s partnership with BETMGM fuels their nearly 

$300M in gross sportsbook revenue. Similarly with Resorts, approximately $275M, of the $300M total 

revenue (92%) is from online platforms. Ocean Resort and Hard Rock casino follow thereafter with total 

revenues of $72M and $71M since the interception of their sportsbooks. Currently, the Ocean Resort and 

Hard Rock casino don’t have name brand partnerships within their sportsbook, but they rely on their 

massive presence and dominance in the industry. 
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Figure 11. Sportsbook Revenue 

 

 From examining the Sportsbook results on a monthly basis, there are many periods where the 

revenues are negative for online or in-person play. During the period of the study, 49 months out of 484 

(10.12%) months the Internet sportsbook business generated negative revenues. Similarly, the in-person 

sportsbook business experienced 137 months of negative revenues over a period of 554 months (24.73%) 

while in operation. The results mentioned are not surprising as Dave Forbes mentioned how sportsbooks, 

by themselves, are not sustainable. He detailed how their profit margins are often very slim, and that in 

order to survive, the sportsbooks need to partner with an established casino operation. Further, it has already 

been witnessed in the example of sportsbooks partnerships with entities such as Resorts and Borgata to 

accelerate revenue growth. 

 According to Quarterly Revenue Breakdown, peer-to-peer games account for 2.57% of revenue 

generated from online platforms compared to only 0.96% for in-person revenue. Other authorized games 

dominate online revenue pulling an 81.69% share. Similarly, in-person other authorized games account for 

98.65% of in-person revenues. Therefore, in-person slot machine  and table game revenue composes almost 

the entire revenue flow for in-person gambling. In-person sportsbook accounts for approximately $76M of 

total industry revenue compared to online sportsbook revenue of nearly $1.334B. In-person sportsbook 
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accounts for only 0.39% of total in-person revenues while online sportsbook make up 15.75% of online 

platform revenue. Overall, online gambling equals 30.13% of total earnings in the industry while in-person 

achieves a 69.87% market share. 

Figure 12. Revenue Breakdown by Type of Play 

 

 Another driving force in the sportsbook market revenue is contributed from activity related to New 

Jersey racetrack operations. There are three raceways who operate in New Jersey: Freehold Raceway, New 

Meadowlands Racetrack, and Darby Development. These revenues are not included in the quarterly or 

monthly analysis as they operated separately from the major casino operations. However, these raceways 

often led industry online in conjunction with contributions from Borgata and Resorts in online revenues. 

In-person racetrack generated revenues totaled approximately $223M, which is more than the entire 

industry of in-person casino sportsbook which accounted for almost $76M. Conversely, online revenues 

for racetracks combined to approximately equal $1.857B, which far surpasses the casino sportsbook 

revenue of $1.334B. 

 Another outlier in the data worth mentioning relates to Caesar’s online sportsbook revenue 

numbers. Caesars spun off their New Jersey based online sportsbook and merged it with the nationally 

based Caesars Entertainment Sportsbook. Starting in September of 2023, revenue in the period of study 

shifted from being accounted in the New Jersey figures, to now being included on a national basis. 
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Therefore, the revenue in the dataset reported to the DGE for Caesars online sportsbook is represented with 

no associated revenue. 

 Current Competitive Landscape 

 The competitive landscape of the New Jersey casino industry is dominated by a few key enterprises. 

The Borgata accounts for an overwhelmingly significant portion of the revenue that includes $2.109B 

online, $5.319B in in-person equating a net total of $7.428 since the start of 2016. This year, Borgata 

generated $568M in online revenue, $734M in in-person revenue totaling $1.302B. The next most dominant 

enterprise is Resorts that follows the Borgata with $2.459B in online revenue and $1.327B in in-person 

revenue accumulating $3.786B for the duration of the study. In the last year, Resorts produced $822M in 

online revenue along with $163M in in-person revenue totaling $986M. The Golden Nugget and Hard Rock 

are the next largest casinos. The Golden Nugget has produced $3.444B since 2016 with over $2B in online 

revenue. While Hard Rock has not generated equivalent total revenues due to their opening in 2018, the 

casino generated $626M last year with $514M coming from in-person gambling and the remaining $112M 

in online gambling revenue. The remaining casinos not mentioned above compose the rest of the market. 

However, none of them have the current market dominance as represented by the casinos above. 

 Interruption of the Industry by Covid-19 

 The Covid-19 pandemic severely disrupted the casino industry leading to mandated closures and 

operational restrictions. All New Jersey casinos were forced to shut down beginning in late March and 

didn’t begin resuming operations until around the July 4th holiday season. Casinos were not required to file 

any in-person revenue reports due to the closures between April and June of 2020 due to their closures. 
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Across the industry, revenues began trending downwards after the government declared a health 

emergency.  

 In-person 2020 industry revenues decreased 60.95% from $218M in February to $85M in March. 

The health emergency contributed to a decline in total industry (online and in-person) revenue of 43.03%, 

which equates to a loss of approximately $118M from the previous month. Each subsequent month during 

the pandemic experienced similar variability due to the impact of the pandemic. The revenue results for 

April decreased 48.45%. There was a slight rebound in the following month, May, of 12.85% before falling 

back 0.27% in June. During the Covid closure period, one would normally expect that in-person sportsbook 

would be zero due to the closure of the facility. However, the reported data shows a negative amount of 

revenue during the periods of the closure. A -$287,894 in revenue was reported in February, -$331,297 in 

March, -$24,069 in April, -$102,433 in May, and -17,111 in June. My interviews provided inconclusive 

results, but it can be hypothesized that while casinos doors remained closed, casinos were still required to 

pay out earnings upon redemption for bets that were placed prior to the closure. Therefore, this is an area 

of opportunity for further research and investigation. 

 However, while overall revenue evidently decreased due to the unique circumstances from the 

pandemic, online gambling surged in popularity providing some form of stability and constant flow of 

revenue streams to the casinos. In March, online revenues soared 25.46% from the previous month. Peer-

to-peer games increased by 101.98%, other authorized games 21.92%, and sportsbooks 33.44%. This trend 

would continue going into April with online revenues increasing another 12.90%. This included a -87.46% 

decline in sportsbook revenue. While sportsbook revenues rebounded the next month, this decline in 

revenue can likely be attributed to the uncertainty and postponement of professional sports leagues as 

organizers attempted to salvage and decide the future of sports season. 

 Casinos were allowed to resume operations in July of 2020. Once the Covid restrictions were lifted, 

the casino industry began a rebound of revenues generated around the August 2020 time frame. Casino 

management took creative approaches to facilitate the rebound in business and provide customers comfort 
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by installing plexiglass dividers between slot machines and card table seating for social distancing. In July, 

when in-person gambling was allowed, in-person industry revenue surged to $148M. When compared to 

the previous month of closures -$17,111, revenue experienced a -865,145.45% percentage change. This 

percentage can be described as a rebound as revenues switch from being negative to positive and reaching 

revenue levels close to pre-Covid revenue. The alternating trend in revenue was witnessed in the results of 

each casino in the study with regards to their in-person sportsbook and in-person aggregates. 

 Casinos were then tasked with the question of when and how to fully reopen their poker tables for 

customers to play. Not all casinos opened their gaming floors simultaneously. Borgata resumed operations 

reopening their tables in October, while Harrah’s casino reopened their tables in December. For both of 

these casinos, the revenue figures reached their average monthly revenue in approximately 1 month as 

people were anxious to get out of the house and socialize immediately following the lifting of the 

restrictions. Poker games at these casinos encompass a small overall portion of their revenue with neither 

casino’s in-person poker attributing to more than 2% of their total monthly revenue. 

 However, a side effect of the pandemic closures was that a handful of casinos decided to cease 

operations for in-person poker play all together. To this day, Ocean Resort, Bally’s, and Golden Nugget 

have shut down their poker rooms. The casino executive was able to provide insight into the closure of one 

of these properties in that the poker room was a loose arrangement of tables without a significant 

investment, hence making the decision to cease operations easier. Revenue attributed to these poker tables 

accounted for a little over 1% of monthly in-person revenue and casino management decided to use the 

space to have more slot machines which generated larger revenue. The individual was unable to speak on 

the decision for other two casinos, but it can be hypothesized that these operations followed a similar 

thought process and ultimately decided that the low percentage of revenue that in-person poker attributed 

to casino revenue wasn’t worth the investment to sustain the space dedicated to the poker room 

(Anonymous, 2024). Exact reasoning would require further research with interviews of executives as those 

casinos and analyzing their specific business model and required capital expenditures to repurpose the area. 
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 Online gambling continued to thrive after in-person gambling opened back up as a player market 

was already expanded during the onset of the pandemic. In 2019, the year before Covid, online gambling 

averaged $49M in revenue per month. The mandatory shift towards online gambling, as the only available 

form of gambling, spiked average revenues to $110M during the pandemic. The following months closing 

out the 2020 calendar year, online revenues averaged $83.6M. While online revenues ultimately decreased 

from the high-level set during the pandemic, this still resulted in a 70% greater revenue compared to pre-

pandemic levels. Subsequently, online gambling revenue growth would continue to increase their revenues 

further in 2021 with an average of $138M per month, and $162M per month in 2022. 

 While the individual statistics for in-person and online gambling are detailed in the paragraphs 

above, the combined revenue results for online and in-person gambling contributed to a 173.56% growth 

in revenue in July after reopening from the previous month during closure. This large increase in revenue 

growth was driven by player excitement to get back to in-person gambling, while building upon a 

foundation established of online gambling platforms. 

Figure 13. Online Growth Compared to Industry during 2020 
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Cannibalization and the Introduction of Online Gambling 

 There are people within the industry that feared the effect of cannibalization on in-person gambling 

when online gambling was legalized. The thought process was that the introduction to a new form of 

gambling would take share away from existing forms of gambling versus becoming a driver to expand the 

market. The most evident example to disprove this theory was that the in-person gambling market did not 

retreat after Covid due to online gambling taking away market. Subsequently, after the Covid pandemic, 

both forms of gambling experienced growth.  

 My interviews support the conclusion that the industry executives do not believe that online 

gambling cannibalizes revenue obtained through in-person gambling. A casino executive stated, 

“Cannibalization is a fallacy” (Anonymous, 2024). He further explains that players who participated in both 

online and in-person play have a 3.4 times higher theoretical play than players who only play one form of 

gaming. Theoretical play is the average value of what a casino expects the player to play on a daily basis. 

Casinos utilize theoretical to determine potential revenues and decide what customers will qualify for higher 

tier wild card status and exclusive offerings. They believe that online gambling can be complementary 

influence as related in-person play. 

 To completely evaluate cannibalization and the effect of the legalization of online gambling, further 

research needs to be conducted including revenue figures dating back to 2013 when online gambling was 

legalized to witness a true impact on its effect on the industry. 

Online versus In-Person Gambling Growth 

 It’s important to recognize that while traditional in-person gambling revenues have always led to 

online revenues, aside from the Covid blip, this disparity can be explained by the fact that online gambling 

is still a relatively new offering and platform. Although total online revenues are currently lower, they are 

experiencing rapid growth compared to in-person revenues. 
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 Over the course of the study, online gambling revenues increased 1298.25% while in-person 

revenues only increased 31.19%. In Q1 of 2016, online gambling was responsible for $44,871,152 of 

revenue compared to $515,134,101 in revenue for in-person gambling. Seven years later, in Q4 of 2023, 

online revenues has skyrocketed to $2,384,169,923. In-person revenue has also increased to 

$2,859,158,400, but now revenues are on a much closer scale. Online gambling revenue growth rates have 

exceeded in-person growth every year, with the exception of 2021, over the duration of the study. (Figure 

14) below is a chart depicting the growth rates for online and in-person gambling revenue. The significant 

online growth rate can be easily observed compared to in-person. This growth influences the total growth 

rate in an upward trajectory. 

Figure 14. Online vs In-Person Growth Rate 
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need to constantly evolve and adapt to add additional offers and incentives to players in order to continue 

driving positive revenue growth (Forbes, 2024). For example, a casino executive mentioned that less 

expensive cost structure associated with online gambling allowed the casino to reinvest in the business by 

offering their VIP customers additional free-play credit. Additionally, it was highlighted that casinos 

typically develop a three-to-five-year strategic plan for their online gaming platforms. They utilize this 

long-term plan to position the enterprise for future success, increased market share, and sustained revenue 

growth (Anonymous, 2024). 

Tax Implications on Revenues 

 The ongoing transformation and expansion of online gambling has and will continue to have 

significant implications on the state of the New Jersey economy. This is due to the fact that in-person 

gambling revenues are taxed at as a less percentage of 8.5% compared to online revenues which are taxed 

at 13.5%. This 5% difference in taxes will generate an additional $5M of tax revenue for the state for each 

$100M in New Jersey casino online gambling revenue. In 2023, online gambling taxes equated to 

$243,028,464 based off of revenues exceeding $2.384B. In-person gambling taxes totaled $321,862,940 

based off of $2.859B in revenue. At a conservative growth rate of 20% for online gambling in 2024, 

revenues would total $2.861B. This amount equals approximately a jump of $475M in online gambling 

revenue from 2023. Therefore, the state of New Jersey would net an additional $64,372,588 in tax income. 

Conversely, if you applied the same growth rate for in-person gambling, the total net tax benefit to the state 

would only equal $40,538,899. 
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Chapter 5  
 

CONCLUSION 

 This study examines the financial revenue results within the New Jersey casino market as 

it relates to various forms of gambling. The analysis is conducted by gathering monthly and 

quarterly revenue figures from the DGE. Upon observation of the data, there are some trends 

witnessed in the quarterly analysis that indicated a seasonality impact influencing revenue during 

the peak summer season and holidays. The study encompasses all the various types of play (peer-

to-peer games, other authorized games, and sportsbook) captured within the New Jersey gambling 

industry. The play formats are studied to determine revenue segment leaders for  online or in-

person play and the corresponding percentage of revenue attributed to each format. The sportsbook 

offerings within the state of New Jersey are relatively new in comparison to other forms of 

gambling. However, the sportsbook gains in growth are primarily limited to online gambling. The 

unique challenges presented by the Covid-19 pandemic impact the New Jersey casino gambling 

industry. In particular, the mandated closure of in-person gambling operations halted revenue 

potential during the period. Nonetheless, the industry adapted and increased online gambling 

offerings drove new opportunities for revenue generation to offset the losses from in-person 

participation. The introduction of the new online gambling offerings did not prove to cannibalize 

existing gambling revenue from legacy products. While not providing a clear indicator of 

cannibalization in the marketplace, the growth rate for online gambling revenue is accelerating at 

a much higher rate than in-person revenues. Consequently, this has implications for additional tax 

generation by the state as New Jersey taxes online gambling at a higher rate. In two separate 

interviews with a respected casino executive and a DGE employee, they both reinforced the 

conclusions and shared their viewpoints on the industry trends. The New Jersey casino industry, 
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despite experiencing some setbacks, has appeared to rebound and provides an optimistic 

expectation for continued future growth especially in the online segment of the market. 

 My personal viewpoint concurs with the conclusion of a positive prospect for sustained 

future revenue growth and momentum within the industry. All things considered, despite the 

challenges in the past, the New Jersey casino gambling market appears to have weathered the storm 

and remains a leading contributor in the state and local economies. Growth in online gaming 

platforms were accelerated by Covid-19 pandemic and are projected to grow at a positive rate. 

Trends observed in the analysis showcase that online gambling revenues will eventually surpass 

traditional in-person play. The New Jersey casino industry has a proven track record of being able 

to adapt and navigate through various challenges as evidenced by the quick recovery post Covid-

19. It is my belief that the casino operations will find innovative and unique ways to remain 

relevant in an effort to expand their customer base. One such example of this creativity can be 

witnessed in how the industry reinvented themselves while shifting to online gambling offerings. 

Online gambling is now viewed as a key differentiator to increase revenue by attracting and 

maintaining new customers on their platforms.
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Appendix A 

 

Revenue Breakdown 

Figure 15. Revenue Breakdown 2016-2019 
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Figure 16. Revenue Breakdown during 2020 (Covid) 
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Figure 17. Revenue Breakdown 2021-2023 and Total 
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Appendix B 

 

Revenue % Change 

Figure 18. Revenue % Change 2016-2019 
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Figure 19. Revenue % Change 2020 (Covid) 
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Figure 20. Revenue % Change 2021-2023 and Total 
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Appendix C 

 

Replace with Appendix Title 

Figure 21. Difference in Play 2016-2018 
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Figure 22. Difference in Play 2019-2021 
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Figure 23. Difference in Play 2022-2023 and Total 
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Appendix D 

 

Annual Revenue with Taxes 

Figure 24. Annual Revenue with Taxes 
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Appendix E 

 

Data for Graph Visualizations 

 

This data was extracted from the Quarterly Revenue tab to create Figures 7, 8 and 9. 

 

This data was extracted from the Quarterly Revenue % Change tab to create Figure 14 

 

Please contact rbunting34@yahoo.com to request the Excel initial data sheet and/or analysis that was 

performed during this study. 
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